Giblin Eunson Library Floor Plans
111 Barry Street, Faculty of Business and Economics Building 105
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333 - 379 Collections

Children's Award Winners

- Male Toilets
- Female Toilets
- Accessible All-Gendered Toilets
- Quiet Study Area
- Project Rooms
  - Book online at bookit.unimelb.edu.au
- Graduate Study Area
- FBE Research Database Zone
- Elevator
  - For access to Upperground, please see staff for assistance
- Stairs
- Print Station
  - Printer-Photocopier-Scanner
- Computers
  - Book online at bookit.unimelb.edu.au
- Catalogue Computers
- Self Checkout Machines

Giblin Eunson Library
UpperGround Floor
Giblin Eunson Library
Level 1 Floor

380 - 999 Collections

- Kits
- Picture Books (Z)
- Junior Fiction (J)
- Textbooks (TB)
- Media

Collections:

- Kits
- Picture Books (Z)
- Junior Fiction (J)
- Textbooks (TB)
- Media

Accessibility:

- Male Toilets
- Female Toilets
- Accessible All-Gender Toilets
- Quiet Study Area
- Project Rooms
  - Book online at bookit.unimelb.edu.au
- Elevator
  - For access to Upperground, please see staff for assistance
- Stairs
- Print Station
  - Printer-Photocopier-Scanner
- Computers
  - Book online at bookit.unimelb.edu.au
- Catalogue Computers

Floor Plan:

- Balcony
- DVD & Graphic Novels
- Text Books
- CDs
- Kits
- Picture Books & Kit Bags
- Junior Fiction
- 658.5 - 999
- 658
- 380 - 658
- 9 8 7
- 380 - 999
- For access to Upperground, please see staff for assistance